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1 Introduction

The last proposal to encode the Sunuwar script in Unicode was submitted over a decade ago (L2/11-218).
Since then, I have intermittentlymonitored the script and have seen evidence of its ongoing usage by Sunuwar
communities in both Nepal and Sikkim. However, the encoding effort has been on hold due to inconsistent
contact with the user community. A renewal of the project began in June 2020, when Jeannette Stewart of
Translation Commons initiated a collboration between Dev Kumar Sunuwar (Indigenous Media Foundation,
Nepal), Deborah Anderson (Script Encoding Initiative), Craig Cornelius, Craig Cummings, Gerry Leonidas,
Tex Texin, myself, and others. This group has met at least once a month through video calls to discuss
the usage and development of the script. Dev Kumar Sunuwar has facilitated discussions and exchange of
documents between the group and the Sunuwar Welfare Society. Lal-Shyakarelu Rapaca, who provided me
with information on the script in 2010, is involved in these discussions as part of the Society’s team. This
collaboration has confirmed that the script has been in continuous usage since its creation by K. B. Jentich
in the 1940s. It has been enhanced by users to better represent the Sunuwar language and is actively used,
taught, and promoted today. Given the stability and usage of the script, it is suitable for inclusion in Unicode.

The current proposal supersedes the following documents:

• L2/10-466R: “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Jenticha Script”
• L2/11-218: “Proposal to Encode the Jenticha Script”

The major changes between it and L2/11-218 are as follows:

• Change of the Unicode designation for the script from ‘Jenticha’ to ‘Sunuwar’
• Usage of Sunuwar names for the letters instead of Latin transliterations
• Ordering of letters according to Jentich’s arrangement
• Addition of letters to complete the repertoire
• Recommendation to use common combining signs for various diacritics instead of script-specific signs
• Expanded description of nasalization sign, vowel length mark, tone marks, and legacy diacritics
• Addition of an auspicious sign representing a mystical sound in Sunuwar culture

The code “Sunu” (#274) has been registered for the script in ISO 15924.
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2 Description

The proposed script was developed in 1942 by Krishna Bahadur Jentich (1926–1991) for writing Sunuwar
(ISO 639-3: suz), a Kiranti language of the Tibeto-Burman family that is spoken in eastern Nepal and Sikkim,
India. It is a linear alphabet that is written from left to right, in lines arranged from top to bottom. While
it has no genetic relationship to other writing systems, it is apparent that its structure is modeled upon the
Latin alphabet, and some of its letterforms appear to be inspired by Latin shapes (see fig. 2, 4, 8).

The repertoire consists of 33 letters, 10 digits, and an auspicious sign. Combining signs and tone marks
corresponding to Latin forms are also used. The current repertoire is a combination of Jentich’s original
script and additions by users (see fig. 7). The orthography established by Jentich has been expanded through
the addition of new letters and diacritics. There is no formal standard for the script. However, the Sunuwar
Welfare Society of Nepal promotes a repertoire that may be considered a de facto standard.

2.1 Creation

The original script consisted of 22 letters and the digits. Jentich assigned to each letter a distinctive name in
the Sunuwar language and arranged them in the following order:

          
devi tasla eko imar reu utthi kik ma appho pip gil

d, ɖ t, ʈ e i r, ɽ u k m a p g

          
hamso carmi nah bur jyah loacha otthi shyele varca yat ava

h tʃ n b ʤ l o s, ʃ v y ɓ

         
sum ka niashi san le nga raku chani sasi yan

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The original orthography is described below. Whether intentional or not, the rules resemble the Latin or-
thography for English and the conventions used in the simplified romanization of South Asian scripts.

• Short and long forms of vowels were expressed using a single letter:  /a/,  /i/,  /e/,  /u/,  /o/
• Vowel length was not distinguished orthographically
• A letter could also represent a retroflex consonant, eg.  for /d/, /ɖ/;  for /t/, /ʈ/;  for /r/, /ɽ/
• Aspirated consonants were written as digraphs using  /h/ for /ʰ/, eg.  /kʰ/,  /tʃʰ/
• The letter  /n/ was used for both vowel nasalization and consonantal nasals, eg.  /an/,  /nt/
• The velar nasal /ŋ/ was written as the digraph  /ng/
• The letter  was used for both /s/ and /ʃ/
• Although Sunuwar is a tonal language, there were no conventions for indicating tone
• The 10 digits represent decimal numbers and correspond to the Hindu-Arabic digits 0–9.
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2.2 Expansion

By the turn of the 21st century, Lal-Shyakarelu Rapaca and other users had added the following 11 letters
and a vowel-length marker to the repertoire:

           
aal donga thari phar ngar kha shyer chelap tentu thele kloko laissi

a ɖ tʰ pʰ ŋ kʰ ʃ tʃʰ ʈ ʈʰ ʔ ː

These extensions enabled more precise representation of the Sunuwar language:

• The letter , borrowed from Limbu, was introduced for writing long /a/
• Writing of the /ʔ/ glottal stop using the letter 
• Separate letters for retroflex consonants  /ʈ/,  /ʈʰ/,  /ɖ/
• Distinctive letters for aspirated consonants, eg.  /kʰ/,  /tʃʰ/,  /tʰ/,  /pʰ/
• The letter  for the palatal sibilant /ʃ/
• Usage of  for the velar nasal /ŋ/
• Indication of vowel length using the sign  , eg.  /i/,  /iː/

The introduction of specific letters for certain phonemes resulted in an orthography that provided more than
one method for writing certain sounds:

• Retroflex consonants may be written with a general class letter or the dedicated letter, eg.  and  /ʈ/
• Aspirated consonants may be expressed using digraphs or a dedicated letter, eg.  or  for /tʃʰ/
• The velar nasal may be written as  /ng/ or as  /ŋ/
• Vowel nasalization may be written using  /n/ or the nasalization sign, eg.  or  for /ĩ/

2.3 Experimentation

During the same period, Rapaca experimented with the script by interpreting it as an alphasyllabary, along
the lines of Devanagari:

◌ ◌ ◌ ◌
sangmilu sangkirs sangrums taslathenk

The experimental orthography had the following features:

• The alphabetic consonant letters were interpreted as possessing an inherent vowel, eg,  /d/ = /da/.
The sign ◌ sangmilu was created to indicate suppression of the inherent vowel; eg.  /d/

• Vowel letters functioned as both independent vowels and as dependent forms. A sequence of consonant
+ vowel letter could be treated as an orthographic syllable, eg.  /da:/

• The consonant  /r/ was given characteristics similar to Devanagari र ra. The ◌ sangkirs represents
cluster-initial /r/ and functions like Devanagari repha: it was written as part of the following ortho-
graphic syllable, eg.  /rda/. If a ‘dependent’ vowel is part of the following syllable, the sangkirs is
written above it:  /rda:/
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• Cluster-medial /r/ was written as ◌ sangrums. This followed the model of Devanagari vattu. It was
written beneath the preceding letter in the cluster, eg.  /dra/

• Nasalization was indicated using ◌ taslathenk, eg.  /ã/

• In some sources, the  laissiwas enclosed in parentheses, eg. () in order to distinguish it from the colon

• There was an attempt to represent consonant clusters using conjuncts, in particular half-forms of non-
final consonants, eg.  for cluster-initial  c and  for  m. However, half-forms for all consonants
were not produced. Only the aforementioned three were used in published materials.

Rapaca’s re-interpretation of the script was not adopted by the user community. It added complexities to a
simple orthography. While the taslathenk was a useful addition, the other characters are unnecessary. The
sangmilu is redundant in an alphabet. Its usage for indicating a consonant cluster has potential benefits, but
those would be marginal to a seasoned reader of the script. The usage of special signs for /r/ (sangkirs and
sangrums) are cumbersome. The sangkirs, specially, reduces the efficiency of writing: a user has to write all
the letters of a given syllable before jotting down the /r/. This experiment is similar to various idiosyncratic
revisions proposed for other scripts, but Rapaca employed the signs in writing the Sunuwar edition of the
Sikkim Herald (see the masthead in fig. 14), as well as in the publication of a script primer. Therefore, there
is a potential need to accommodate the representation of these signs.

2.4 Growth

More recently, in order to fully express the Sunuwar language, the script committee of the Sunuwar Welfare
Society recently recommended a new sign for nasalization and the usage of three signs for indicating tone:

◌ ◌ ◌ ◌
nesante sotte’si ta tenmaresi di renmaresi

These signs are influenced by diacritics used in the Latin script. The script committee believes that using
well-understood signs for nasalization and tones would faciliate learning and retention of the script better
than the invention of new signs specific to the script.

The expanded repertoire shows both stability and innovation. It is stable in that the repertoire as created by
Jentich forms the core of the alphabet and the letters added by Rapacha and others twenty years ago have
become naturalized as part of the script. It is innovative in that users continue to enhance the script as needed
for representing the Sunuwar language while adhering to the basic principles of Jentich’s script.

3 Designation for the Script in Unicode

The proposed Unicode designation for the script is ‘Sunuwar’. It is the name by which K. B. Jentich referred
to his script in English (see fig. 10). The name ‘Sunuwar’ (सुनुवार sunuvāra) is a Nepali exonym for the
community. It is the name used officially by the Government of Nepal for the community and the language.
The endonym is ‘Koinch’ /koĩtʃ/ ( or , Devanagari कोइँच koĩc). But, members of the community
use the term ‘Sunuwar’ externally, such as the English name “Sunuwar Welfare Society” and its Nepali
analogue “Sunuwar Sewa Samaj”. The name may be romanized as ‘Sunwar’, as is the case in ISO 639-3.
However the spelling ‘Sunuwar’ is preferred by the community and the spelling that is used in Nepal.
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Other candidates for the Unicode identifier are given below. Their lack of suitability for this purpose is also
provided.

1. ‘Jenticha’ Earlier proposals to encode the script used the name ‘Jenticha’, which is a romanization
of the script creator’s surname. It was chosen for those documents based upon feedback that the script
was known within the Sunuwar community as जेहंितच ब्रेसे or जेँ ितच ब्रेसे jẽtic brese = ‘Jentich’s script’.
That name is not suitable for use in Unicode as it does not provide any context regarding the script or
association to a language or community.

2. ‘Jentich Sunuwar’ A recent convention of the Script Ad Hoc has been to refer to ‘neographies’ using
the nomenclature <script creator> + <language>. Accordingly, the script would be called ‘Jentich
Sunuwar’. However, as Jentich is the name of a Sunuwar clan, such a designation would inaccurately
suggest that the script belongs specifically to this sub-community. Moreover, the Sunuwar experts
with whom I have been collaborated are not in favor of this term. For this reason, there is no need to
add the creator’s name in the script designation.

3. ‘Koinch’ The autonym is कोइँच ब्रेसे kõic brese / kõits brese or ‘Koinch script’ / ‘Kõits script’. While
knownwithin the Sunuwar community, this term is too restrictive for an international standard because
it does not provide any English context for identifying the script.

4. ‘Kiranti Koinch’ Rapaca used the term िकराँती-कोँइच kirā̃tī-kõica ‘Kiranti-Kõits’ to refer to the script.
This is unsuitable because the term ‘Kiranti’ refers to a group of languages of eastern Nepal and
Sikkim, which includes Limbu, Yakkha, and Rai. The Limbu script of Sirijonga may be considered a
‘Kiranti’ script.

Usage of the identifier ‘Sunuwar’ for this script in Unicodewould not present any issues formisidentification.
There are no other indigenous scripts that are used by the community. The ‘Tikamuli’ script by Tikaram
Mulich that I presented in L2/10-465 is a novelty and was never used.

4 Usage

Sunuwar has been one of the official local languages of Sikkim, where it is known as ‘Mukhia’, since 1996.
Both the language and the script proposed here for encoding were recognized by the state in that year. Gov-
ernment records were maintained and newspapers were published in the script. In January 2021, the Sikkim
government mandated that state-run schools offer instruction to students in both the primary languages of
the state and in a local language (Indian Express, January 29, 2021). The Sunuwar script will likely be the
medium of instruction.

The Sunuwar script is currently used in writing and print for various purposes, as described below:

• Educational Materials Primary educational materials for teaching the Sunuwar language and script
are published by Kõic Bu in Sikkim. Examples of script primers are Kirā̃tī-Kõica Blesethekā (2003)
and Kõicā The:si Khyõpat (2004); see Figure 15. The Department of Education of the Government of
Sikkim is planning to prepare textbooks in the script for primary-level education.

• Literary Works Anthologies of Sunuwar poetry are printed in the script.

• Historical Records Histories of the Sunuwar communities, known as vaṃśāvalī, were written in
Sunuwar beginning in the 1940s.
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• Newspapers A Sunuwar (‘Mukhiya’) edition of the Sikkim Herald is produced in Sunuwar. The
newspaper was first published in April 2002 and maintains an active circulation. The first edition was
hand-written by Lāl-Śyāṃkārelu Rāpacā, with subsequent editions written by Balarām Sunuwār (see
Figure 12). More recent editions are printed in digitized type (see Figure 13).

• Linguistic Works The script is used in grammars of Sunuwar, ie. Elementary Grammar of Kiranti-
Sunuwar by Kamalādevī Ṅāvacā-Mukhiyā, Raghuvīra Rujicā-Mukhiya, and Lāla Rāpacā (Sikkim:
Kõica Bu, 2003).

• Government Records Proceedings of the Sikkim legislative assembly were translated into Sunuwar
using the script in until recently.

• Academic Works The script is used in scholarly works on the Sunuwar language and it is also a focus
of study (cf. Rāpacā 2009).

• Ephemera The SikkimSunuwarMukhiaKoinchbu (SSMK) produces and distributes calendars using
Sunuwar (see Figure 17 and 18).

• Digital Resources Sunuwar has been adapted for use in digital media. A digitized font for the script
named ‘Kirat1’ was developed by Shyan Kirat Rai. It is based upon a non-Unicode encoding and
is mapped to Latin letters. The font is used for publishing the Sikkim Herald (see Figure 13) and
by Rāpacā in the charts and examples shown in figures 5–16. The Sunuwar Welfare Society has
developed fonts named ‘Kaatich’ and ‘Mukdum’. These fonts are mapped to the Latin encoding and
are commonly used in publications.

5 Proposed Unicode Repertoire

The proposed Unicode repertoire for ‘Sunuwar’ contains 44 characters, which include 33 letters, 1 auspicious
sign, and 10 digits:

Letters

Unicode Character Name Name Value Devanagari

 SUNUWAR LETTER DEVI devi /d/, /ɖ/ द, ड

 SUNUWAR LETTER TASLA tasla /t/, /ʈ/ त, ट

 SUNUWAR LETTER EKO eko /e/ ए

 SUNUWAR LETTER IMAR imar /i/ इ

 SUNUWAR LETTER REU reu /r/, /ɽ/, /ɭ/ र, ड़

 SUNUWAR LETTER UTTHI utthi /u/ उ

 SUNUWAR LETTER KIK kik /k/ क

 SUNUWAR LETTER MAMA mama /m/ म

 SUNUWAR LETTER APPHO appho /ә/ अ

 SUNUWAR LETTER PIP pip /p/ प
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 SUNUWAR LETTER GIL gil /g/ ग

 SUNUWAR LETTER HAMSO hamso /h/ ह

 SUNUWAR LETTER CARMI carmi /tʃ/ च

 SUNUWAR LETTER NAH nah /n/ न, ण

 SUNUWAR LETTER BUR bur /b/ ब

 SUNUWAR LETTER JYAH jyah /ʤ/ ज

 SUNUWAR LETTER LOACHA loacha /l/, /ɭ/ ल

 SUNUWAR LETTER OTTHI otthi /o/ ओ

 SUNUWAR LETTER SHYELE shyele /s/ स

 SUNUWAR LETTER VARCA varca /v/ व

 SUNUWAR LETTER YAT yat /y/ य

 SUNUWAR LETTER AVA ava /ɓ/ ब

 SUNUWAR LETTER AAL aal /aː/ आ

 SUNUWAR LETTER DONGA donga /ɖ/ ड

 SUNUWAR LETTER THARI thari /tʰ/ थ

 SUNUWAR LETTER PHAR phar /pʰ/ फ

 SUNUWAR LETTER NGAR ngar /ŋ/ ङ

 SUNUWAR LETTER KHA kha /kʰ/ ख

 SUNUWAR LETTER SHYER shyer /ʃ/ श, ष

 SUNUWAR LETTER CHELAP chelap /tʃʰ/ छ

 SUNUWAR LETTER TENTU tentu /ʈ/ ट

 SUNUWAR LETTER THELE thele /ʈʰ/ ठ

 SUNUWAR LETTER KLOKO kloko /ʔ/ अ ्

Auspicious Sign

Unicode Character Name Name Value Devanagari

 SUNUWAR SIGN PVO pvo /ɓ̥/ (/ƥ/) —

Digits

Unicode Character Name Name Value Devanagari

 SUNUWAR DIGIT ZERO sum 0 ०

 SUNUWAR DIGIT ONE ka 1 १
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 SUNUWAR DIGIT TWO ni’ashi 2 २

 SUNUWAR DIGIT THREE san 3 ३

 SUNUWAR DIGIT FOUR le 4 ४

 SUNUWAR DIGIT FIVE nga 5 ५

 SUNUWAR DIGIT SIX raku 6 ६

 SUNUWAR DIGIT SEVEN cani 7 ७

 SUNUWAR DIGIT EIGHT sasi 8 ८

 SUNUWAR DIGIT NINE yan 9 ९

5.1 Notes on proposed characters

The  SUNUWAR SIGN PVO represents an auspicious syllable, which is articulated as the unvoiced bilabial
implosive /ɓ̥/ (formerly /ƥ/) and transcribed as ‘pvo’. In spoken language, the syllable is often utter twice,
ie. “pvo, pvo...” The sign is written in salutations and benedictory phrases, eg. before names in the header
of the letter shown in fig. 10 and at the end of the list of letters of the alphabet (see figs. 2, 7). It’s structure is
based upon a trident, but it has various representation from simple to ornate. The representative glyph used
here is based upon the form shown in fig. 7.

from fig. 10 from fig. 2 from fig. 7

6 Collation

The sort order for Sunuwar is as follows:

          
devi tasla eko imar reu utthi kik ma appho pip gil

          
hamso carmi nah bur jyah loacha otthi shyele varca yat ava

          
aal donga thari phar ngar kha shyer chelap tentu thele kloko

Some sources show letters sorted according to the Latin order of their transliterated values (figs. 2, borchers:a)
or according to the Devanagari pattern (fig. 5). These orders are not used at present.
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7 Diacritics

There are several diacritic signs used in the Sunuwar script. They resemble signs used in Latin and Devana-
gari. Some of these signs are part of the modern standard orthography promoted by the Sunuwar Welfare
Society; others are not part of the conventional orthography, but may still be used on account of precedence.
At present, there is no requirement to encode these diacritics as Sunuwar-specific characters. Instead, if there
is a need to use these signs, they may be represented using common combining signs that are already present
in Unicode. In a Sunuwar font, it is expected that the glyphs for these common combining signs would align
with the design of the Sunuwar characters. The diacritics and possible analogues to common combining
signs are enumerated below. These common signs have been specified as script extensions for Sunuwar.

7.1 Conventional diacritics

Conventional Sunuwar diacritic signs may be represented using existing common Unicode characters:

Name Function Unicode representation

◌ nesante nasalization ◌̃ U+0303 COMBINING TILDE

 laissi vowel-length mark : U+003A COLON

Usage of nesante (red) and laissi (blue) are shown below; also shown is usage of the colon (green), which is
identical in this Sunuwar font to laissi.

The laissi is generally not distinguished from the conventional : colon. In the excerpt below (from fig. 12),
the shape of laissi (red) is identical to the colon (blue):

In one publication Rapaca enclosed laissi in parentheses (red), likely to distinguish the sign from the De-
vanagari ◌ः visarga (blue) or the colon (excerpt from fig. 16). Here the parentheses have been resized such
that their x-height matches the top and bottom of the colon.
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7.2 Legacy diacritics

The following characters were intoduced by Rapaca as part of an orthographic experiment. They were
not widely adopted. However, from a strict perspective, to develop an encodinf that supports all texts in
the Sunuwar script, it may be necessary to provide support for legacy conventions. The Sunuwar experts
consulted during the development of the current proposal have stated that these sign are not included in the
formal orthography that is promoted by the Sunuwar Welfare Society. Nonetheless, these signs were used
by Rapaca in writing the Sikkim Herald, in his personal publications, and in a published script primer (see
fig. 15). For this reason, there should be support for these signs in order to fully encode texts in which they
appear. They are to be represented using existing common Unicode characters:

Name Function Unicode representation

◌ sangmilu halanta / vowel silencer ◌̱ U+0331 COMBINING MACRON BELOW

◌ taslathenk nasal sign ◌̐ U+0310 COMBINING CANDRABINDU

◌ sangkirs repha ◌ U+1DF5 COMBINING UP TACK ABOVE

◌ sangrums ra-vattu / trill mark ◌̭ U+032D COMBINING CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT BELOW

The recommended Unicode representations for sangmilu, sangkirs, and sangrums use common Unicode
characters with forms that are identical to the Sunuwar signs. The recommended Unicode representation for
taslathenk differs slightly from the Sunuwar form: U+0310 COMBINING CANDRABINDU has a curved base stroke
while that stroke in taslathenk is horizontal. Despite this slight difference, it is recommended that U+0310
for taslathenk because it is sufficient for supporting a legacy sign. The COMBINING CANDRABINDU possesses
the same semantics as taslathenk – and their names have the same meaning – and the resemblance between
the two is sufficient enough to identify the function and meaning of the sign.

Usage of the sangmilu (blue) and taslathenk (red) are shown below:

Usage of the sangkirs (red) and sangrums (blue) are shown below, as well as a variant of the sangmilu (green)
that resembles Devanagari ◌् VIRAMA:
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7.3 Diacritics being promoted for usage

The Sunuwar Welfare Society is advocating usage of tone marks for disambiguation. Existing combining
signs may be used for representing these tone marks:

Name Function Unicode representation

◌ sotte’si stress mark ◌̍ U+030D COMBINING VERTICAL LINE ABOVE

◌ ta renmaresi high tone ◌́ U+0301 COMBINING ACUTE ACCENT

◌ di renmaresi low tone ◌̀ U+0300 COMBINING GRAVE ACCENT

8 Punctuation

There is no script-specific punctuation. Words are delimited using spaces. Hyphenation is indicated using
the hyphen, but there are no formal rules for splitting words.

Latin punctuation marks are used, eg. period, comma, colon, semi-colon, single and double quotes, etc.

9 Character Data

Character Properties: UnicodeData.txt

11BC0;SUNUWAR LETTER DEVI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC1;SUNUWAR LETTER TASLA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC2;SUNUWAR LETTER EKO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC3;SUNUWAR LETTER IMAR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC4;SUNUWAR LETTER REU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC5;SUNUWAR LETTER UTTHI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC6;SUNUWAR LETTER KIK;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC7;SUNUWAR LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC8;SUNUWAR LETTER APPHO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BC9;SUNUWAR LETTER PIP;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCA;SUNUWAR LETTER GIL;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCB;SUNUWAR LETTER HAMSO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCC;SUNUWAR LETTER CARMI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCD;SUNUWAR LETTER NAH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BCE;SUNUWAR LETTER BUR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11BCF;SUNUWAR LETTER JYAH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD0;SUNUWAR LETTER LOACHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD1;SUNUWAR LETTER OTTHI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD2;SUNUWAR LETTER SHYELE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD3;SUNUWAR LETTER VARCA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD4;SUNUWAR LETTER YAT;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD5;SUNUWAR LETTER AVA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD6;SUNUWAR LETTER AAL;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD7;SUNUWAR LETTER DONGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD8;SUNUWAR LETTER THARI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BD9;SUNUWAR LETTER PHAR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BDA;SUNUWAR LETTER NGAR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BDB;SUNUWAR LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BDC;SUNUWAR LETTER SHYER;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BDD;SUNUWAR LETTER CHELAP;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BDE;SUNUWAR LETTER TENTU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BDF;SUNUWAR LETTER THELE;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BE0;SUNUWAR LETTER KLOKO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BE1;SUNUWAR SIGN PVO;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11BF0;SUNUWAR DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
11BF1;SUNUWAR DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
11BF2;SUNUWAR DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
11BF3;SUNUWAR DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
11BF4;SUNUWAR DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
11BF5;SUNUWAR DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
11BF6;SUNUWAR DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
11BF7;SUNUWAR DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
11BF8;SUNUWAR DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
11BF9;SUNUWAR DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;

Linebreaking Properties: LineBreak.txt

11BC0..11BE0;AL # Lo [33] SUNUWAR LETTER DEVI..SUNUWAR LETTER KLOKO
11BEl;AL # Po SUNUWAR SIGN PVO
11BF0..11BF9;NU # Nd [10] SUNUWAR DIGIT ZERO..SUNUWAR DIGIT NINE

Script Extensions: ScriptExtensions.txt

# Script_Extensions=Sunu
0300 ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING GRAVE ACCENT
0301 ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING ACUTE ACCENT
0303 ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING TILDE
030D ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING VERTICAL LINE ABOVE
0310 ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING CANDRABINDU
032D ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT BELOW
0331 ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING MACRON BELOW
1DF5 ; Sunu # Mn COMBINING UP TACK ABOVE
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The script is known indigenously as 'Koinch brese'

Letters
11BC0  SUNUWAR LETTER DEVI
11BC1  SUNUWAR LETTER TASLA
11BC2  SUNUWAR LETTER EKO
11BC3  SUNUWAR LETTER IMAR
11BC4  SUNUWAR LETTER REU
11BC5  SUNUWAR LETTER UTTHI
11BC6  SUNUWAR LETTER KIK
11BC7  SUNUWAR LETTER MA
11BC8  SUNUWAR LETTER APPHO
11BC9  SUNUWAR LETTER PIP
11BCA  SUNUWAR LETTER GIL
11BCB  SUNUWAR LETTER HAMSO
11BCC  SUNUWAR LETTER CARMI
11BCD  SUNUWAR LETTER NAH
11BCE  SUNUWAR LETTER BUR
11BCF  SUNUWAR LETTER JYAH
11BD0  SUNUWAR LETTER LOACHA
11BD1  SUNUWAR LETTER OTTHI
11BD2  SUNUWAR LETTER SHYELE
11BD3  SUNUWAR LETTER VARCA
11BD4  SUNUWAR LETTER YAT
11BD5  SUNUWAR LETTER AVA
11BD6  SUNUWAR LETTER AAL
11BD7  SUNUWAR LETTER DONGA
11BD8  SUNUWAR LETTER THARI
11BD9  SUNUWAR LETTER PHAR
11BDA  SUNUWAR LETTER NGAR
11BDB  SUNUWAR LETTER KHA
11BDC  SUNUWAR LETTER SHYER
11BDD  SUNUWAR LETTER CHELAP
11BDE  SUNUWAR LETTER TENTU
11BDF  SUNUWAR LETTER THELE
11BE0  SUNUWAR LETTER KLOKO

Auspicious sign
11BE1  SUNUWAR SIGN PVO

Digits
11BF0  SUNUWAR DIGIT ZERO
11BF1  SUNUWAR DIGIT ONE
11BF2  SUNUWAR DIGIT TWO
11BF3  SUNUWAR DIGIT THREE
11BF4  SUNUWAR DIGIT FOUR
11BF5  SUNUWAR DIGIT FIVE
11BF6  SUNUWAR DIGIT SIX
11BF7  SUNUWAR DIGIT SEVEN
11BF8  SUNUWAR DIGIT EIGHT
11BF9  SUNUWAR DIGIT NINE

Printed using UniBook™
(http://www.unicode.org/unibook/)

11BFFSunuwar11BC0

11BC 11BD 11BE 11BF
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Figure 1: Biographical note about K. B. Jentich. Image courtesy of Dev Kumar Sunuwar.
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Figure 2: Sunuwar letterforms reported written by K. B. Jentich (from kiratsunuwar.org.np)
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.

Figure 3: A document written by Karna Bahadur Jentich showing the order and names of Sunuwar
letters alongwith sound values in Devanagari. Note the use of the same letter for dental and retroflex
analogues of a given consonant, eg.  was used for both /d/ and /ɖ/;  for both /t/ and /ʈ/. Image
courtesy of Dev Kumar Sunuwar.
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Figure 4: A chart from a Western grammatical treatise on the Sunuwar language showing Sunuwar
letters and digits (from Borchers 2008: 47).
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..    .. ..    ..

gf]6

 
tflnsf  v 
ls/fFtL sf]FOr a|]M; -h]FMltrf lnlk_ sf] cª\s n]vg ljlwdf s'g} kl/dfh{g gul/Psf] ;a} eGbf afofF 
 
----------------------------------------- 

0 z|t sum  z'Go 
1 eA kA  Ps  

2 p{.z{ ni si /ni  b'O{  
3 zA= sAN  tLg 

4 w} le  rf/ 
5 ha nga  kfFr  
6 ve| raku / / ^ 

7 ip{ tsani /c  ;ft 

8 zz{ sasi /s  cf7 

9 uA= yAN  gf} 
10 ga| gau /g u  bz  
----------------------------------------- 
 
ttflnsf  u 
ls/fFtL sf]FOr -;'g'jf/÷d'lvof÷/fO{_ efiff n]vgsf] nflu z'Nh -O{= !((%M @_ åf/f k|:tfljt b]jgfu/L lnlk    
 
---------------------------------------  

s v u -3_ ª 
r 5 h em -`_ 
6 7 -8_ -9_ -0f_ 
t y b -w_ g 
k km a -e_ d 
o / n j  
 z -if_ ; x 
--------------------------------------  

 if anti-Kõits 

Devnagari script also has orthographic problems for writing Kiranti-Kõits. 

 
^= lgisif{ 
 

s[t1tf 

  

 
gf]6M   

tflnsf  s

------------------------------------------   ----------------------- 

e f g h .   {  | 
/k,s/ /kh,v/ /g,u/ / ª / / ,c\/   /i,O/  /u,p/ 
i  j      a B*  
/c,r/  /dz,h/      / c/ /o,cf/ 
k   l     }  A  
/T,6/  /T

h,7/     / P/  / cf/    
m  n o  p   ----------------------- 
/t,t/ /th,y/ /d,b/  /n,g/   *   
q r s  t   subject to have such lengthening  
/p,k/ /ph,km/ /b,a/  /m,d/   phonetically only and all 6 vowels have 
u v w  x   nasal differences  

s[t1tfs[t1tfs[t1tfs[t1tfs[t1tf

kl/dfh{gkl5sf] ls/fFtL–sf]FOr a|]M;sf] k|yd sDKo'6/ ;k\m6j]/ e;{g -x]g"{ tflnsf
s_ tof/ kfg{sf]nflu cfk\mgf] cd"No ;do vr]{/ w}o{tfsf ;fy sfd ug]{ sDKo'6/

OlGhlgo/ Zofg ofn'ª\5f -aL=O{=_ wGojfbsf kfq 5g\ . pgsf] of] k|fljlws 1fg /

;xof]ulagf jt{dfg lnlksf] ?k d]/fnflu k|foM csNkgLo x'g] lyof] .     of]     sfo{kq
n]Vgsf] nflu k]|/0ff k|bfg ug'{ x'g] gf/fo0fL cfOs]o/ k|f]h]S6 clws[t df]s';' sf]/df]rf

-df]xgs'df/ ;'g'jf/_ nfO{ klg wGojfb glbO{ /xg ;lStg . cGTodf, xªsª sf]FOra'sf

pgfG;Q/L ;b:ox?n] lkPr8L l/;r{ 6]Sgf]nf]hL k|bfg u/]/ k'¥ofpg' ePsf] ;xof]u

:t'To 5 / of] n]v 6ª\sgdf klg ;f]xL sDKo'6/sf] k|of]u ePsf] lyof] .

gf]6gf]6gf]6gf]6gf]6
 ! b'O{ bh{g eGbf a9L ls/fFtL efiffx?sf] j[If/]vf cg';"rL ! / @ df x]g'{xf];\ .
@ l;lSsdsf] ;/sf/L uh]6 -x]g"{ cg';"rL # / $_ n] ‘;'g'jf/’ zAbsf] ;dfgfGt/ ;dfj];L

zAbx? ‘sf]OGrf’ -x'g' kg]{ ‘sf]FOr’_ / ‘d'lvof’ nfO{ ;d]t pNn]v u/]sf] 5 .
‘ls/fFtL’ zAbn] d"ntM eflifs, ;fF:s[lts / dfgjzf:qLo cy{nfO{ ;d]6\5 .

tflnsf  stflnsf  stflnsf  stflnsf  stflnsf  s
ls/fFtL–sf]FOr a|]M; -h]FMltrf lnlk_ sf] df]l8kmfO8 / l/kmD8 e;{g gd"gf

6«fG;\ln6/]zg ;lxt

Consonants JoGhg j0f{ Vowels :j/ j0f{

!$# !$$

/y,o/ /r,// /l,n/  /w,j/          -;|f]tM /fkrf O{=@))!P @))@8L_ 
 z y  ,   
 /s,;/ / z/  /h,x/ 
----------------------------------------- 
 

gf]6gf]6M ls/fFtL sf]FOrsf oL j0f{x? nw'td o'Ud hfFr (Minimal Pair Test t'n= /fkrf @))% klg) / 
k|f]8lS6le6L pTkfbsTj sd d]hf]l/6L (Productivity cum majority) l;4fGtsf cfwf/df OGe]G6 ul/Psf] 5 .   
 
tflnsf  v 

tflnsf  u 

Figure 5: Description of the consonant and vowel letters by Rāpacā (2009: 143).

..    .. ..    ..

gf]6

 
tflnsf  v 
ls/fFtL sf]FOr a|]M; -h]FMltrf lnlk_ sf] cª\s n]vg ljlwdf s'g} kl/dfh{g gul/Psf] ;a} eGbf afofF 
 
----------------------------------------- 

0 z|t sum  z'Go 
1 eA kA  Ps  

2 p{.z{ ni si /ni  b'O{  
3 zA= sAN  tLg 

4 w} le  rf/ 
5 ha nga  kfFr  
6 ve| raku / / ^ 

7 ip{ tsani /c  ;ft 

8 zz{ sasi /s  cf7 

9 uA= yAN  gf} 
10 ga| gau /g u  bz  
----------------------------------------- 
 
ttflnsf  u 
ls/fFtL sf]FOr -;'g'jf/÷d'lvof÷/fO{_ efiff n]vgsf] nflu z'Nh -O{= !((%M @_ åf/f k|:tfljt b]jgfu/L lnlk    
 
---------------------------------------  

s v u -3_ ª 
r 5 h em -`_ 
6 7 -8_ -9_ -0f_ 
t y b -w_ g 
k km a -e_ d 
o / n j  
 z -if_ ; x 
--------------------------------------  

 if anti-Kõits 

Devnagari script also has orthographic problems for writing Kiranti-Kõits. 

 
^= lgisif{ 
 

s[t1tf 

  

 
gf]6M   

tflnsf  s

------------------------------------------   ----------------------- 

e f g h .   {  | 
/k,s/ /kh,v/ /g,u/ / ª / / ,c\/   /i,O/  /u,p/ 
i  j      a B*  
/c,r/  /dz,h/      / c/ /o,cf/ 
k   l     }  A  
/T,6/  /T

h,7/     / P/  / cf/    
m  n o  p   ----------------------- 
/t,t/ /th,y/ /d,b/  /n,g/   *   
q r s  t   subject to have such lengthening  
/p,k/ /ph,km/ /b,a/  /m,d/   phonetically only and all 6 vowels have 
u v w  x   nasal differences  

s[t1tfs[t1tfs[t1tfs[t1tfs[t1tf

kl/dfh{gkl5sf] ls/fFtL–sf]FOr a|]M;sf] k|yd sDKo'6/ ;k\m6j]/ e;{g -x]g"{ tflnsf
s_ tof/ kfg{sf]nflu cfk\mgf] cd"No ;do vr]{/ w}o{tfsf ;fy sfd ug]{ sDKo'6/

OlGhlgo/ Zofg ofn'ª\5f -aL=O{=_ wGojfbsf kfq 5g\ . pgsf] of] k|fljlws 1fg /

;xof]ulagf jt{dfg lnlksf] ?k d]/fnflu k|foM csNkgLo x'g] lyof] .     of]     sfo{kq
n]Vgsf] nflu k]|/0ff k|bfg ug'{ x'g] gf/fo0fL cfOs]o/ k|f]h]S6 clws[t df]s';' sf]/df]rf

-df]xgs'df/ ;'g'jf/_ nfO{ klg wGojfb glbO{ /xg ;lStg . cGTodf, xªsª sf]FOra'sf
pgfG;Q/L ;b:ox?n] lkPr8L l/;r{ 6]Sgf]nf]hL k|bfg u/]/ k'¥ofpg' ePsf] ;xof]u

:t'To 5 / of] n]v 6ª\sgdf klg ;f]xL sDKo'6/sf] k|of]u ePsf] lyof] .

gf]6gf]6gf]6gf]6gf]6
 ! b'O{ bh{g eGbf a9L ls/fFtL efiffx?sf] j[If/]vf cg';"rL ! / @ df x]g'{xf];\ .
@ l;lSsdsf] ;/sf/L uh]6 -x]g"{ cg';"rL # / $_ n] ‘;'g'jf/’ zAbsf] ;dfgfGt/ ;dfj];L

zAbx? ‘sf]OGrf’ -x'g' kg]{ ‘sf]FOr’_ / ‘d'lvof’ nfO{ ;d]t pNn]v u/]sf] 5 .

‘ls/fFtL’ zAbn] d"ntM eflifs, ;fF:s[lts / dfgjzf:qLo cy{nfO{ ;d]6\5 .

tflnsf  stflnsf  stflnsf  stflnsf  stflnsf  s
ls/fFtL–sf]FOr a|]M; -h]FMltrf lnlk_ sf] df]l8kmfO8 / l/kmD8 e;{g gd"gf

6«fG;\ln6/]zg ;lxt

Consonants JoGhg j0f{ Vowels :j/ j0f{

!$# !$$

/y,o/ /r,// /l,n/  /w,j/          -;|f]tM /fkrf O{=@))!P @))@8L_ 
 z y  ,   
 /s,;/ / z/  /h,x/ 
----------------------------------------- 
 

gf]6gf]6M ls/fFtL sf]FOrsf oL j0f{x? nw'td o'Ud hfFr (Minimal Pair Test t'n= /fkrf @))% klg) / 
k|f]8lS6le6L pTkfbsTj sd d]hf]l/6L (Productivity cum majority) l;4fGtsf cfwf/df OGe]G6 ul/Psf] 5 .   
 
tflnsf  v 

tflnsf  u 

Figure 6: Description of the digits by Rāpacā (2009: 144).
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Figure 7: Chart from the magazine Hamso Sawan, published August 9, 2021, showing the charac-
ters of the Sunuwar script as used today.
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Figure 8: A table showing names for chronological and calendrical terminology in Sunuwar (with
Hindi equivalents) written in Sunuwar and Devanagari (from Borchers 2008: 48).

Figure 9: A description of the Sunuwar script in a book about Sikkim (from Subba 2008: 95).
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Figure 10: A letter written by K. B. Jentich with portions in the Sunuwar and Latin scripts. Note
his reference to “Sunuwar script”. Also, note usage of a glyphic variant of the auspicious sign 
before the names of the sender and recipient. Image courtesy of Dev Kumar Sunuwar.
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Figure 11: A description of Sunuwar tones written by K. B. Jentich. Image courtesy of Dev Kumar
Sunuwar.
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Figure 12: A hand-written edition of the Sikkim Herald, 2005.
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Figure 13: A digitally typeset edition of the Sikkim Herald, 2009.
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Figure 14: A digitally typeset edition of the Sikkim Herald, 2018.
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0 (Qb€
<.fuar>

!sl
<i{fr>
$Lr\zq
<q>.S[t

It'{3 tt}c1$
(frqr'.F?T,

u
<d>

Figure 15: Excerpt from the Elementary Reader of Sunuwar showing usage of Rapaca’s experi-
mental orthography (from Mukhia, Mukhia, and Rapaca 2004: 40).
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..    .. ..    ..

 
tflnsf 3 

ls/fFtL sf]FOr a|]M;df n]vg gd"gf 6«fG;\ln6/];g ;lxt 
 
 ww/t{i/  tt{sa  
  
 <nnldr\ dldaM> 

 
gBt  mpAmp  

 
<uf]d\ tgftg \>  
vAg{A ww/t{i vxAew{  

 
</fuLcf nnldr\ /jfsln>     
vd|t/   mcq/yB  uB tta{  

 
</]pd\ t'Kzf] of] ddO>     
ry{t/   ,{fyB uB tta{  
ph  
<kmZoLd\ x]Dzf] of] ddO>     
pAPt/ e{yB uB tta{ 

 
<gfd sL zf] of ddO>     
gBf myBp|  

 
<uf]d\ tzf]g'>      
t}eB ww/t{i/ vxA  

 
<d]sf] nnldr\ /jf>      
sB{z/yBp/ sA.s  

b  
<af]O:zf]g\ afc\aM>     
zbyBp/ sA.s  

 
<;L zf]g\ afc\aM>     
eA qAi/A  ibsq{e{  

 
<sf kfRcf rL alksL>     
t}edp/ sdv/p{t{  

 
<d]s]g\ a]/\gdL>     
t}edp/  pA n}v/p{t{  

 

!$% !$^

<d]s]g\ gf y]/\gdL>     
t}e}p/  jcp{t{  

 dz´unimi 
<d]s]g\ h" lgdL>     
t{p|  
minu 
<ldg '>     
e|t /yB qyA ybw/ qA{p{t{  

 
<s'Dzf] kZof ZoLn\ kfOlgdL>     
yu/h t}eB vAg{p/A  

 
<Zoª\ d]sf] /fuLg\cf>     
x}e/ qAi/A  

 
<j]s\ kfr\cf>     
i{sAp/ew{  

 
<rLMacfg\sln>    
A=e} vAg{t{ g}pA{ gB ww/t{i/  tt{sa  

 
<cfFs] /fuLld u]gfOof] nn\ldr\ dldaM> 
   (Source: Rapacha (2001a: 24) 

 
=================== 
;|f]tM b'dfs]Ft'  -O{= @))^_ jif{ # c+s # kfgf !% @*= oxfF xNsf ;Dkfbg ul/Psf] 5 . 

..    .. ..    ..

 
tflnsf 3 

ls/fFtL sf]FOr a|]M;df n]vg gd"gf 6«fG;\ln6/];g ;lxt 
 
 ww/t{i/  tt{sa  
  
 <nnldr\ dldaM> 

 
gBt  mpAmp  

 
<uf]d\ tgftg \>  
vAg{A ww/t{i vxAew{  

 
</fuLcf nnldr\ /jfsln>     
vd|t/   mcq/yB  uB tta{  

 
</]pd\ t'Kzf] of] ddO>     
ry{t/   ,{fyB uB tta{  
ph  
<kmZoLd\ x]Dzf] of] ddO>     
pAPt/ e{yB uB tta{ 

 
<gfd sL zf] of ddO>     
gBf myBp|  

 
<uf]d\ tzf]g'>      
t}eB ww/t{i/ vxA  

 
<d]sf] nnldr\ /jf>      
sB{z/yBp/ sA.s  

b  
<af]O:zf]g\ afc\aM>     
zbyBp/ sA.s  

 
<;L zf]g\ afc\aM>     
eA qAi/A  ibsq{e{  

 
<sf kfRcf rL alksL>     
t}edp/ sdv/p{t{  

 
<d]s]g\ a]/\gdL>     
t}edp/  pA n}v/p{t{  

 

!$% !$^

<d]s]g\ gf y]/\gdL>     
t}e}p/  jcp{t{  

 dz´unimi 
<d]s]g\ h" lgdL>     
t{p|  
minu 
<ldg '>     
e|t /yB qyA ybw/ qA{p{t{  

 
<s'Dzf] kZof ZoLn\ kfOlgdL>     
yu/h t}eB vAg{p/A  

 
<Zoª\ d]sf] /fuLg\cf>     
x}e/ qAi/A  

 
<j]s\ kfr\cf>     
i{sAp/ew{  

 
<rLMacfg\sln>    
A=e} vAg{t{ g}pA{ gB ww/t{i/  tt{sa  

 
<cfFs] /fuLld u]gfOof] nn\ldr\ dldaM> 
   (Source: Rapacha (2001a: 24) 

 
=================== 
;|f]tM b'dfs]Ft'  -O{= @))^_ jif{ # c+s # kfgf !% @*= oxfF xNsf ;Dkfbg ul/Psf] 5 . 

Figure 16: Sunuwar phrases given in Sunuwar, Latin, and Devanagari transliteration, showing Ra-
paca’s experimental orthography (adapted from Rāpacā 2009: 145–146).
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Figure 17: An excerpt from a 2009 wall calendar in Sunuwar published by the Sikkim Sunuwar
Mukhia Koinchbu.
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Figure 18: An excerpt from a 2010 wall calendar in Sunuwar published by the Sikkim Sunuwar
Mukhia Koinchbu.
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Figure 19: Excerpt from the magazine Hamso Sawan, published August 9, 2021, showing current
usage of the Sunuwar script
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2 
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS 

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646 TP

1
PT 

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below. 
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from HTUhttp://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html UTH for 

guidelines and details before filling this form. 
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from HTUhttp://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.htmlUTH. 

See also HTUhttp://www.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html UTH for latest Roadmaps. 

A. Administrative 
   1. Title: Proposal to encode the Sunuwar script in Unicode  
2. Requester's name: Anshuman Pandey (pandey@umich.edu) / Script Encoding Initiative (SEI)  
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Expert contribution  
4. Submission date: 2021-12-06  
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):   
6. Choose one of the following:   
 This is a complete proposal: Yes  
 (or) More information will be provided later:   
   B. Technical – General 
   1. Choose one of the following:   
 a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters): Yes  
 Proposed name of script: Sunuwar  
 b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block:   
 Name of the existing block:   

2. Number of characters in proposal: 44  

3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):   
 A-Contemporary X B.1-Specialized (small collection)  B.2-Specialized (large collection)   
 C-Major extinct  D-Attested extinct  E-Minor extinct   
 F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic    G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols   

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? Yes  
 a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”   
 in Annex L of P&P document? Yes  
 b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? Yes  

5. Fonts related:   
 a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the 

standard?  
 

 Anshuman Pandey  
 b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):  
 Anshuman Pandey (pandey@umich.edu)  

6. References:   
 a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? Yes  
 b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)   
 of proposed characters attached? Yes  

7. Special encoding issues:   
 Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,   
 presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes  
   

8. Additional Information: 
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script 
that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  
Examples of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour 
information such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default 
Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization 
related information.  See the Unicode standard at HTUhttp://www.unicode.orgUTH for such information on other scripts.  Also 
see Unicode Character Database ( Hhttp://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/       ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports 
for information needed for consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
  

 
TP

1
PT Form number: N3902-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-

11, 2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03) 



C. Technical - Justification  
   1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No  
 If YES explain   

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,   
 user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes  
 If YES, with whom? Sunuwar Welfare Society; Dev Kumar Sunuwar (Indigenous Media 

Foundation); Dr. Lal-Shyakarelu Rapacha 
 

 If YES, available relevant documents: See text of proposal  

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:   
 size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? Yes  
 Reference: Script is used for print and digital publications; see proposal for details  

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Common  
 Reference: See proposal for details  

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? Yes  
 If YES, where?  Reference: SIkkim (India) and Nepal. See proposal for details.  

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely   
 in the BMP? No  
 If YES, is a rationale provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? Yes  
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing    
 character or character sequence? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either  
 existing characters or other proposed characters? No  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)   
 to an existing character? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: See proposal for details.  

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Yes  
 If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? Yes  
 If YES, reference: Common combining signs  
 Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?   
 If YES, reference:   

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as    
 control function or similar semantics? No  
 If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)   

   
   
13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? No  
 If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?   
 If YES, reference:   
   
 


